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GIVING THANKS
In races and life in general, saying "thank you" should be part of the course

We runners can be a self-centered lot We
are high achievers who focus on doing our
best In our preoccupationwith performance
at races, we often don't pause to think about
who made the racing pos ible or take the
time to thank all concerned.

Not that I find it difficultto explain the
silence of people in that situation. If you
wish to know human
nature, said Thoreau,
look inside yourself. I'm
no better at expressing
appreciation than any-
one else.

I accept the race
as if I'm entitled to it,
never questioning how
it came into being. I
should say thanks at
every water station, to
every traffic guard, to
the people at the chute
and finally to the race
director. Yet I rarely do.

This oversight ex-
tend's to other areas of
life as well.I accept hos-
pitality on my trips and
assume it to be routine.

People are nice to
me, and I make nothing
of it Over the years,
I've failed to express
gratitude to any number
of individuals who have
contributed to my life.
Thank-you's are so easy
to say, yet so rarely
uttered. So fewof us speak the words direct-
ly, or write a note, or pick up the phone to
say what we feel. -

Many times we think "thank you" but
never say it For every person who writes a
note of thanks, there are a hundred who
intend to. More often, however, it is simply
a matter of not thinking.

The past is soon forgotten in our push
to the future. We do not meditate on the
meaning of our experiences. Failing in that,
we also fail to see the people involved.

Each of us has a role. Each of us is
expected to fulfillit

Why, then, thank my barber or wait-
ress or mechanic or physician? After all,

they have just done their job, what they
are paid to do.

The answer, it seems to me, is that
the thank-you is part of my role in having
my hair cut, my meal served, my car fixed,
my illness cured. My thank-you completes
the action.

Giving thanks is the role of the recipi-
entWhen the donor is
not thanked, a chain of
human interaction is
broken. The action is
incomplete.

Without the thank-
you, the person doing
the service or favor
feels in some way a
failure. As evidence of
this, I see that the
inevitableresponse to a
thank-you is a "thank
you" in return. All toothere-are ---~----often,. thank-you note
provokes a response
that reveals you are the
first ever to tell this
person how much he
or she was appreciated.

lance made the
cover of The Runner
magazine,which stimu-
lated me to dash off a
quick and rare note
to the editor. Marc
BloomWroteback, "It's
interesting. that we
have not once received
a thank-you letter from

any runner who has been on the cover-
until yours."

It is true that our happiness should not
depend on what other people think about us.
Nevertheless, that happiness can undoubted-
ly be enhanced by good wishes and good
words that go from heart to heart

There are peoplewho had a major influ-
ence on our lives and never knew it There
are people we loved and left, who could be
told that those loving years were a gift we
still treasure.

There are lives that have been inter-
twined with our own in helpful and mean-
ingful ways. For all these people, it's never
too late to say thank you. (1987) U

For every person
who writes a

note of thanks,

a hundred
who intend to.
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